
 
 

 
 
 
MICHIGAN MOLD SHOP TRACKS GROWTH FROM ZIMMERMANN MILLING MACHINE 

 
Modified 5-axis machining center produces significant improvements for leading automotive 
moldmaker, including 10% reduction in cycle times 

 
 

Founded in 1953, Commercial Tool Group (CTG) has grown from a small mold shop in the Grand Rapids 
area to become a major supplier of injection and compression molds, fixtures, automated equipment and 
robotic handling devices to the automotive, appliance, heavy truck, RV and appliance industries, 
providing turnkey solutions to manufacturers of various plastic and composite parts.  CTG also offers its 
customers an injection mold tryout facility and short run production of various parts.  The company is 
family-owned and operated by two grandsons of the founder, James (JD) and Dan Bouwman.  Today, CTG 
operates three business units:  Commercial Tool & Die (CTD), CG Plastics and CG Automation & Fixture.   
 
A recently acquired portal milling machine, the FZ40 Compact from Zimmermann (Wixom, Michigan) was 
deemed an ideal solution for the large section automotive and truck molds produced at CTD.   
 
An interesting story preceded this acquisition, however. 
 
As Plant Manager Darin Hall explains, “We saw great potential in the Zimmermann machine, after 
encountering it at an IMTS event in Chicago.  The open design, overhead gantry, extremely solid base and 
rigidity of the entire machine were appealing.  Its overall weight was twice that of the competing 
machines we examined.  We know the accuracy would match our needs, as the A- and C-axis clamping 
forces of Zimmermann’s VH60 milling head would allow us to take full advantage of HSK100 tool torque 
and horsepower ranges.”  Hall further noted that the rigidity of the Zimmermann machine was a real plus 
for his company, as it provided the accuracy needed for the injection molds produced at CTD for optics 
and lenses.  Additionally, the rigidity over long runs produced the optimum surface quality required for 
automotive Class A parts.  As CTD employs monitored but unattended machining operation, the reliability 
and repeatability of the Zimmermann machine had high appeal.   
 
However, as Hall points out, there were certain modifications that CTD required on the machine.  “We 
usually get pushback from machine builders when we request design changes, but the Zimmermann team 
was very responsive and flexible.”  Specifically, modified probes, extended Z-axis, increased tool change 
capability from 12” to 16” to change longer tools, increased C-axis rotation for 5-axis programs, fine 
tuning of gear boxes and motors in cooperation with Heidenhain engineering and a new design for the 
tool changer were needed to suit the myriad applications at this shop.  Zimmermann (USA) President 
Cornelius Kiesel explains, “Our company had substantial experience in Germany with moldmakers using 
the FZ40c, a machine designed specifically for the moldmaking market, but we knew the machine’s 
capabilities could be expanded to meet the needs at CTD.  Our engineering department and application 
specialists got to work and came up with a solution to suit the requirements.”   
 
Kiesel noted there were mechanical and electrical changes needed in the design of the machine, plus the 
software on the machine’s Heidenhain CNC required modification, but all challenges were solvable.   
 
As a further demonstration of the machine builder’s willingness to work with their customer, 
Zimmermann devised a lease-to-buy agreement, wherein CTD was able to use the machine during the 
runout on the modifications.  The results were documented and reported back to the builder.  As Hall 



 
 

explains, “Zimmermann machine technology has improved our process with at least a 10% reduction in 
cycle times with no compromise in surface quality.”   
 
JD Bouwman echoes this thought.  “The team at Zimmermann listened to us.  A lot of people talk about 
partnership and collaboration, but this machine builder put those ideas into practice and responded to 
our needs.  As a result, our requirements were met and we are purchasing additional machines.”  On the 
aesthetic side, on the new machines ordered, the traditional green color scheme of Zimmermann is being 
highlighted with the Commercial gold coloring.   
 
In production, the FZ40 Compact data are transmitted by the CNC to the CTD Epicor system, an ERP 
protocol that tracks all performance to plan, work schedules, comparative shift analysis and OEE. 
 
Explaining the improvements in cycle time specifically, Darin Hall further notes, “We were able to take 
advantage of the high horsepower and torque on the Zimmermann to improve cutting speeds.  This 
allows us to use very aggressive machining strategies on our molds, through the use of HSK100 spindle 
technology without sacrificing surface quality.  The result for CTD is that we can machine parts much 
faster than with other equipment, with better quality.  This allows us to quote shorter lead times to our 
customers and win more jobs.”   
 
CTD uses Powermill CAM software with CAM-to-machine tool integration, so part inspection can be 
performed confidently before removing the workpieces from the machine.  With the large mold sections 
typically produced here, this feature is a significant advantage, says Hall.  CTD also utilizes Zeiss CMM 
and Creaform laser 3D inspection technology. 
 
Zimmermann Project Manager Yves Klein was credited by Hall for his work on this project.  “Yves was the 
project lead and exceeded all our expectations.  We got a world-class machine tool, as a result.  All the 
modifications we required were thoroughly discussed, analyzed for feasibility and implemented in the 
final design of our machine.  That’s a rarity with most machine builders but Yves got it done for us,”  Hall 
said. 
 
Cornelius Kiesel of Zimmermann further observed that many of the machine modifications designed into 
the FZ40 Compact for CTD will now become standard options on the machine in the future.  “When we 
saw that accommodating this leading moldmaker with the machine changes they requested and also the 
impact those changes had on their production at CTD, we were convinced these options would make 
perfect sense for others in the industry.”   
 
A last but significant advantage of the motion control programming on the CNC, according to Darin Hall, 
involved a fine tuning of the Z- and C-axis individual movements to achieve maximum surface finish 
quality.  He notes this allows CTD to eliminate most hand polishing operations, a substantial cost saver 
for the shop.   
 
Two more Zimmermann machines are in the build stage for CTD, as of this writing 
 
CTD is an injection and compression mold builder, while its sister company CG Automation & Fixture 
focuses on designing and manufacturing downline equipment such as quality gauges, fixtures, IR/welding 
lamination machines, automated welding equipment, hot knife trimming machines, applique’ trim and 
form, assembly error-proofing machinery, tooling, custom presses, trim dies and robotic automation for 
handling and assembly operations.  Finally, CG Plastics is a certified WBENC company specializing in 
injection mold tryouts and low-volume production molding.  CG Plastics houses injection presses ranging 
from 85- to 2500-ton. 
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